ABOUT OCN

The Orthodox Christian Network is an official agency of the Assembly of Bishops, originally commissioned by SCOBA to create a national, sustainable, and effective media witness for Orthodox Christianity throughout North America. In a constantly changing media landscape, OCN delivers positive, relevant Orthodox content via multiple delivery platforms, reaching today’s internet users via broadcast, podcast, video, blogging, radio, content, and live streaming. This 501(c)3 is recognized as a leader in the Orthodox Media field and has sustained consistent growth over twenty years. OCN reaches millions of Orthodox Christians around the world.

Please remember us in your will and trusts.

CONTACT US

Address
Orthodox Christian Network
P.O. Box 4690
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33338-4690

Phone
954-522-5567

Web
myocn.net

Email
info@myocn.net

Satellite Offices
WASHINGTON, DC | BOSTON, MA | MIAMI, FL

OCN Media Ministry Lab

The OCN Media Ministry Lab provides hands-on media training to Hellenic College Holy Cross students through the HCHC work study program.
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MEDIA MINISTRY MISSIONS...
A Witness for Orthodox Christianity Throughout North America and the World.
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Sharing the timeless faith of Orthodox Christianity with the contemporary world through modern media
OUTREACH

Orthodox Christian Network is a non-profit Orthodox organization that was commissioned to comfort, inspire, and inform Orthodox Christians and seekers around the world using media ministry.

OCN offers different types of programming in support of its mission and vision. It is our hope that the variety of approaches this permits will increase our effectiveness by ensuring that we reach the greatest number of people possible. These types of programming include teaching programs, interviews with official representatives of the Orthodox faith, and programs designed to provide information that will increase our ability to present our Orthodox faith in the context of the wider, secular world. Here's a short list:

- Digital Disciple Scholarship Program
- OCN 30 Under 30 Award
- This Week in Orthodoxy
- Come Receive the Light Radio Show
- Anchor & Radio - 24/7 Radio & Liturgical Music
- Read OCN’s Sounding Blog
- Learn about Orthodox News
- Vote For Your OCN Hero
- SparkOCN and Prayerbook Mobile Apps
- Worship around the World with Live Streaming Services
- Watch Priests Sermons
- LIVE Q & A with Father

SparkOCN
The SparkOCN app enables users through collective prayer and collective action to supported persecuted Christians globally. SparkOCN also includes a full prayer book application, as well as an integrated content feed from OCN. The prayer book can be used daily to manage your prayer life, while the OCN content feed provides users access to OCN content in the palm of their hand, keeping them aware of those around the world in desperate need of prayer and support and offering the ability to share it directly from the app. SparkOCN also includes an Orthodox calendar with feasts and fasting days marked, and a system to manage and send prayer requests.

Orthodox Prayerbook
Orthodox Prayerbook is the ultimate prayer assistant that allows you to carry your prayers with you and have information about daily saints and fasting schedules at your finger tips. Keep a list of people you want to pray for and have them automatically embedded into the prayers. Orthodox PrayerBook currently supports the Antiochian, Greek and OCA specific saints and daily variables.

#GoMobile

HUMBLE YOURSELVES BEFORE THE LORD, AND HE SHALL EXALT YOU. James 4:10